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The human body naturally conforms to the laws of 
nature. Innately the human body is capable of growth 
and health, provided that the correct factors are available 
from the diet and are delivered to the cell’s environment, 
and that we are free of excesses of stress, pollution, and 
pathogens. 

We each began as a single cell, which divided following 
its genetic and energetic blueprint. In your body, one cell 
became two, two became four and so on until groups of 
cells took on the form and function of each organ and 
characteristic of you. Since the cells know enough to 
create you in your entirety, doesn't it stand to reason 
that they certainly know enough to repair and heal themselves, resulting in a healthier you? 

True healing is the unification of each of our aspects - physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 
- into balanced harmony with complete function and the restored memory of who we are, where
we came from, and why we are here. Physical health comprises nutrification of our cells with
communication to each other cell. Mental health is the capability to create thoughts that enhance
and expand our reality, extending those thoughts into action. Emotional health involves the
positive feelings that give silent instructions to every cell that motivate our potential with
freedom, abundance, wisdom, and peace. And spiritual health embraces the trust that we are all
one, with each of us a part of the ever expanding universe that supports and cares for its self.

Diverse cultures over thousands of years of history have followed these natural guideline and in 
recent years, there has been a resurgence in such an approach to health. One aspect of this 
renewed interest is a growing resistance to the use of potentially hazardous drugs - the medical 
cure often being worse than the disease. Healing is the restoration of peak function and balance 
to each and every part of us, producing abundance of intellegence, joy, and vitality All we need 
to do is provide th correct conditions using herbs and foods.  

You Can Heal 

Many have recovered full health, even after being given a deadly diagnosis, and you can too. 
Those who have expereinced remarkable healing and have pursured the path in facilitating the 
healing of others have the most to offer in health recovery. Should you desire the opportunity to 
expereince such an extraordinary experience, see "Raphaology is for You” video at 
www.peakfrequencyhealth.com or contact a Licensed Raphaology Practitioner for an 
appointment and get started on your new future of health today.  
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